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•Bold Quest (BQ)  is held for the third time outside the US.

•Bold Quest 19.1 is sponsored by the United States Joint 
Staff and led in cooperation with the Finnish Defence Forces. 

•Bold Quest is a multinational series of events aiming to test 
and evaluate the command and control of joint fires, as well 
as the functional and technical interoperabilities of ground, 
sea and air-based ISR and joint fire systems.
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World's First 6G Wireless Summit 
Organized 



5G/6G Vision in Finnish Technical Magazine 
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• Topic of the interview: “Artificial 
Intelligence will be helped by the 
6G Wireless Networks”

• Interviewee: D.Sc. (Tech.), 
Academy Professor Matti Latva-
aho, Director of the University of 
Oulu’s flagship 6G program, 
General Chair of the 1st 6G 
Wireless Summit in Finland

• Vision for the years 2023, 2028 
and 2033 in Finland



5/6G Vision in Finnish Technical Magazine 

2023
We live in a luxury era because Finland has the world’s 
best 5G wireless network. Regrettably, in 2018 the 
Ministry decided to allocate 3,5 GHz frequency licenses 
to operators based on the old distribution model. I had 
hoped that altering the licensing process could have 
led to a new digital ecosystem and accelerated 
digitalization. This did not happen. As such, instead of 
benefitting peripheral regions (e.g. through remote 
healthcare services), as I would have hoped, operator-
managed 5G networks will advance growth centers.
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5/6G Vision in Finnish Technical Magazine 

2028
A perception of the 6G wireless network’s possibilities 
has been established. Rather than disappear, the 
demands on 5G have both persisted and increased as 
technical demands expand. Huge amounts of data are 
transferred quickly and reliably. Intelligent networks 
are capable of providing optimal content and 
services on a situational basis. Wireless networks play 
as central a role in society’s infrastructure as do water 
and electric lines.
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5/6G Vision in Finnish Technical Magazine 

2033
We are reliant on the 6G wireless network. Sensors 
gather a tremendous amount of data from all devices 
and individuals. Wireless connections enable us to work 
more actively and to shop more time-efficiently. The 
wireless network supports artificial intelligence, 
which, in turn, aids humans. Artificial intelligence does 
not, however, replace people. Artificial intelligence will 
never replace humans’ humanistic manner of gathering 
experiences and using these experiences to inform their 
actions.
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6G Wireless Summit in Levi, Finland, 24-26 March 2019
Takehiro Nakamura, NTT DoCoMo
5G Evolution and Beyond - Real & Future 



6G Wireless Summit in Levi, Finland, 24-26 March 2019
Sudhir DIXIT, PhD, Life Fellow IEEE
Realizing wireless internet connectivity for all through B5G leading to 6G – Digital Inclusion: The Killer App 
for 6G
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6G Wireless Summit in Levi, Finland, 24-26 March 2019
Marco Giordani◦ et all , Department of Information Engineering, Italy
Towards a Fully Digital and Connected World 



6G Wireless Summit in Levi, Finland, 24-26 March 2019
Preben Mogensen, Nokia Bell Labs
5G Evolution: A View on Cellular Technology Beyond 5G
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Militaty Communication in the Era 
of  5G/6G Mobile Communication 
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Heterogeneous building blocks of 
military communication 

The number of end users
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Military specific systemsGovernmental systemsEveryday systems

OE  A OE  B OE  C

• Finnish C4I System
M18

• Easy of use, 
auto-configuration,
EPM capability

• Public safety communi-
cation + deployable base-
stations, basestations in the
air etc

• Mobile communication

• Mobile communication
• BYOD = Bring Your Own

Devices



6G Wireless Summit in Levi, Finland, 24-26 March 2019
Taavi Hirvonen, Bittium, 
Bittium’s view on 5G – requirements, opportunities and challenges in critical wireless communications
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5G/6G R&D  will push ahead military 
communication

22

• The volume of 5G/6G Research and Development will be tremendous. 
• Above are listed, by way of example, some technologies mentioned in World's 

First 6G Wireless Summit organised in Finland.
• All those technologies can be used also in military communication. For 

example, if AI/ML is used in commercial 5G/6G networks to maximise the 
performance of the heteregenous 4G/5G/6G networks, in the heteregenous 
military network the optized performance can be  for example jamming 
resistance.



5G/6G aided  next generation military 
communication 

• 5G/6G will bring new tools to offer in in OE A and B better priority for military 
and public safety users (e.g. network slicing and QoS mechanisms)

• ANN/ML/DL in signal processing will enable change from static performance 
to dynamic performance
– Information coding (autoencoder), channel equalizer, modulator/demodulator, 

MIMO signal processing, error correction, interference canceller etc
• Tenets of better jamming resistance in OE C

1. Use spread spectrum communication + jitter everywhere (FH, synchronization 
etc.)

2. Static  dynamic frequency management  more frequencies available in crisis
3. Take benefit ANN/ML/DL in signal processing 
4. Redundancy of  communication systems and used frequency bands
5. Take benefit of SDR and Cognitive radio technology  update constantly the 

performance of the waveform during the life cycle of the radio and the waveform 
 need for more efficient waveform development tools (backup slides)
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Evolving SDR technology (1) 

• First generation SDR implementation 
technology at the time when SCA was 
specified

• Separate GPP, FPGA, GPU and DSP 
components

• C++ and VHDL were predominant  
programming languages in embedded 
devices like radio

• It was natural to choose source code 
portability as a methodology to enhance 
more effective programming i.e. program 
code portability and  software component 
reuse.

Pictures: http://gpsworld.com/innovation-the-continued
-evolution-of-the-gnss-software-defined-radio/



Evolving SDR technology (2) 

• Situation today and in future. SoC integrates 
FPGA, GPP and even RF Front End  on same 
chip/module

• Cloud computing
• It is impossible to integrate all parts of SCA 

on the chip. SoC manufacturer offers 
efficient higher level modelling tools (like 
HLS and OpenCL) to implement signal 
processing  algorithms 

 Enables move from “source code portability 
to WF design flow portability”

RFSoM = radio-frequency system on module
RFSoC = radio-frequency system on chip

Pictures: http://gpsworld.com/innovation-the-continued
-evolution-of-the-gnss-software-defined-radio/



5G- welcome to OE A&B communication!

 Easier utilization of national communication infra for critical communication (CC)
 Network Slicing – “high priority highway for CC”

 Advanced mobile networks
 Higher data rates, new tools for security, advanced priority mechanisms, NFV 
 Massive MIMO Beamforming better LPI/LPD/AJ 
 Low delay  time critical MIL communication (Radar data)
 IoT communication  Sigfox, Lora type of communication for sensors

Picture :  http://www.tivi.fi/Kaikki_uutiset/sdn-teknologia-mullistaa-verkot-ja-tuo-kilpailuetua-6244259



New approach to WDE (Waveform 
Development Environment)

High level modelling of the waveform on every OSI 
layer 
- HLS, OpenCL, Matlab/Simulink, State machine toolbox, 
Opnet, C++ etc.
- High level models including timing/synchronisation

Automatic generation of the code from higher level 
models

RFIC SoC, MPSoC, etc

Real time over-the-air 
validation

MDD

ECLIPSE

4G, 5G

HLS

OpenCL

GNU&USRP
- LabView
- Vivado
- RFNoC™
SoC 

MPSoC

RFIC

etc.
Lower waveform design/porting cost

High Level 
Modelling Tools 
and Automatic 
Code 
Generation 
Tools are used 
to emulate/sim-
mulate, debug, 
verify and  
validate the 
functionality of
wavefom at 
every stage of 
the design.



Military wireless R&D way ahead
Civilian 5G / 6G research funding exceeds military R & D and will
drive several relevant technologies

Military oriented R & D to focus on military niches:

1) Infrastuctureless => e.g. MANETs
2) Electronic warfare

 LPI / LPD / AJ
 Dynamic Spectrum Access

3) Security
4) Interoperability
5) Long system life cycles

 MIL STDs vs 5G 18mth cycle of Releases?



National way ahead
FDF is equipping troops with SDR radios and waveforms. This  
results in better communication capability and better international 
interoperability (for FIN the role of FMN is essential). Our new 
SDR is an ideal platform for cognitive radio.

Different operating environments ( A, B, C) of FDF lead to 
different communication solutions. The seamless communication  
across OEs is essential.

SDR technology and WDE tools are constantly developing. Will 
this will bring more efficiency to SDR waveform development?

HF-communication is essential and important part of military 
communications. Development of Future WBHF would be an 
excellent cooperative effort.



Thank you !

For more information contact:

Topi Tuukkanen, FDRA
Cognitive radios and networks, 

dynamic spectrum access
topi.tuukkanen@mil.fi

Heikki Rantanen, FDRA
SDR and waveforms
heikki.rantanen@mil.fi
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